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Sea Otter Savvy fosters community awareness and involvement to

reduce human-caused disturbance to sea otters and promote

responsible wildlife viewing.
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Dear followers, friends, and partners,

The past year has tested our ability to empathize, survive, and adapt.

Through these uncertain times, those of us working to protect wildlife

have observed a rollercoaster of changing attitudes and behaviors as

the world contends with a virulent disease.  COVID-19 has been the

source of both obstacles and innovations to our plans and strategies

for outreach and research, while also threatening the stability of our

financial support. Through it all, we remain dedicated to continuing

with our mission. Like the sea otters, we are survivors. 

Despite the uncertainty that has defined 2020, team member Heather

Barrett and I have found inspiration at every turn to the passion,

dedication, and generosity of the volunteers, students, partners,

business owners, and communities who recognize the importance of

stewardship of our wild places. Adapting to the sudden loss of in-

person interactions, we joined forces with our favorite partners at

California State Parks and Defenders of Wildlife to transform our two

biggest public events – Sea Otter awareness Week and the California

Coastal Wildlife Disturbance Symposium – into virtual gatherings

broadcast across the nation and world. For the teachers that once

welcomed us into their classrooms, we created digital packets to

educate and inspire the future guardians of sea otters as the learned

from home. 

We are excited about new plans for the future and the rising wave of

awareness about human-caused disturbance to wildlife. Today, as the

grip of the pandemic eases, we are eager to share our message in

person once again. It is within our power to help or hinder the recovery

of the sea otter, an iconic symbol of wildness, survival, and adaptation.

As supporters and followers of Sea Otter Savvy, you have already

embarked on the helping path.

With deepest gratitude,

DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT

G E N A  B E N T A L L
 Director and Senior Scientist

Gena Bentall
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OUTREACH 

Sea Otter Awareness Week 2020 ─ Our virtual events reached more than

5000 people

6th California Coastal Wildlife Disturbance Symposium ─ a record 156

attendees joined 11 speakers 

Community Active Wildlife Stewards ─ which certifies and recognizes

excellence in stewardship in central California coastal communities ─

certified 6 businesses

Extraordinary Sea Otter Story Map ─ visitors to both Sea Otter Savvy’s

and Defenders of Wildlife’s websites can explore the special places along

the California coast that play a part in the past, present and future story

of the southern sea otter. 

Paddle In ─ a waterproof map and  guide for paddlers in Moss Landing

and Elkhorn Slough, was just one of the educational materials produced in

2020

Rhyme for Otter Limerick Contest ─ where 3 winning limericks were

selected to appear on caution signs at Moss Landing boat launch sites

Wildlife Storytellers Photography Contest ─ With conservation

photographer and author, Isabelle Groc (Sea Otters: A Survival Story), we

organized a photo contest emphasizing ecological context and ethics in

wildlife photography

RESEARCH
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Long-term monitoring ─ limited by the pandemic we maintained

monitoring at a subset of research sites for approximately a quarter of

2020

Data analysis ─ we worked with noted sea otter scientist Dr. Tim Tinker to

create an innovative model to analyze our 5-year data set which includes

853 two-hour scan sessions comprising 1,706 volunteer observation hours

and >100,000 instantaneous observations of sea otter activity states. 

The effect of human-caused disturbance on sea otter spatial use and

group dynamics ─ We advise and assist Moss Landing Marine Laboratories

graduate student, Sierra Fullmer on her thesis project

CP Otter  Team ─undergraduate students from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

conduct data collection and analysis for a number of sea otter-related

research projects

Despite restrictions on research and volunteer deployed in the pandemic year,

Sea Otter Savvy was able maintain our long-term  sea otter disturbance

monitoring for a portion of the year and partner with research affiliates on

special projects



Sea Otter Savvy
Profit and Loss

April 9 (nonprofit start date) - December 31

INCOME
  Donations
                    $1,635.00
  Fundraiser Income
                    $2,518.02
  Grants
                    $111,956.17
  Retail Sales 
                    $730.02
Total Income
                     $116,839.21

EXPENSES
  Advertising 
                      $551.19
  Professional Services
                      $2,551.00
  Payroll 
                      $62,604.76
  Printing
                      $2,801.28
  Supplies & Materials
                       $4,539.00
  Travel
                       $1,100.00
  Volunteers
                       $1,240.35
  Cost of Goods Sold
                       $614.11
  Miscellaneous 
                       $1,159.35
Total Expenses
                       $77,161.04

NET INCOME
                    $39,678.17

Despite the challenges posed by 2020, Sea Otter Savvy remained supported by grant

funding committed in 2019. We are a local, grassroots organization powered by the hard

work and heart of our small work force. All of the outreach and research projects

achieved by our organization are a product of the skill, experience and effort of our

team. Good news from 2020: Sea Otter Savvy became a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) non-

profit organization!

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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www.SeaOtterSavvy.org
1961 Main St. #199 Watsonville, CA 95076

info@seaottersavvy.org
EIN 85-0961529


